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Summary: (200-250 words): 
 
Our project employed creative practice and history to encourage young people to look at their relationship 
with the natural world through a new lens and create their own stories about what we have lost and what 
we risk losing. Drawing and making masks are a method and medium to help restore proximity with 
nature, to imagine new playful species, and open up new narratives to overcome fear and crisis. Sophie 
Page and Lucy Orta co-designed and produced The Lost Species Mask Kit, which contained pattern 
templates of mammals, birds, reptiles, and insects that were once abundant in Britain, alongside a 
selection of animals that were important in medieval lives and culture. It is accompanied by The Lost 
Species Handbook (see https://www.studio-orta.com/en/books), an illustrated guide to 38 endangered, 
extinct, everyday and extraordinary animals that provides insights into UK species loss and the cultural 
meanings of animals that are disappearing from our collective imagination. 
 
Images of project: please see the Lost Species Handbook (above link and p.34 for East London places of 
significance) and an image of the cover of the mask making kit and one of the illustrations here 
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/critical-heritage-studies/small-grants and below. Due to covid lockdowns student 
participants made their masks at home and uploaded photographs of their project portfolios to a private 
padlet. 
 
Details of achievements against objectives: 
 
For objectives please see summary. 
 
We initially budgeted for 50 student participants. We were able to offer the April workshop to a larger number, 
partly due to getting more funding and partly because we had to move activities online and were therefore able to 
offer the workshop to schools beyond as well as in East London. In the end 95 students signed up to the workshop 
and 67 attended and completed. 
 
The history department awarded funding for Amita Murray to give a linked creative writing session to students so 
that their mask making activity would be accompanied by a manifesto they had written themselves about the 
climate crisis. 
 
Feedback was extremely positive. Here is an example from a teacher (Michelle is at the London College of Fashion 
and was one of the workshop leaders) 
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Hi Michelle, just wanted to say thank you again for the CPD session.  It was great to see the work of the students that took 
part in the Insights programme.  I was especially pleased to see Ketsia's manifesto, it was powerful and eloquent.  Ketsia has 
expressed before she lacks confidence in expressing herself and speaking, so I wanted to share that I thought this example 
demonstrated the impact of Insights in enabling her to address this. This year's first year cohort are the most diverse that I 
have seen at the college and the theme of 'lack of confidence' has been expressed by quite a few. 

 
Feedback from Student participants (from a questionnaire designed by the London School of Fashion for the project) 
Q12 Has this project made you feel more empowered to speak out about climate/species emergencies. Why? 

 
1 out of 23 responses did not agree 
 
1. Yes this project has because I was inspired by the other students projects and how they portrayed animals issues.  
2. It actually has as yet again some of these things I wasn’t really aware of.  
3. It opened my eyes to the history around animals and how we should help them. In my future pieces, I want to 
share a light on the earth and the animals being close to extinction.  
4. It was something I was already interested in but has provided me with more knowledge. 
5. The project highlighted the different problem and how we as students can take action even in our projects. 
6. Yes, it has empowered me and inspired me to show and speck about the climate and species emergencies.  
7. I don’t really use animals in my work but now I do. 
8. Climate change effects everyone on this earth and we have all the responsibility to look after it, after looking in 
deeper to this it has made me more aware and taking more actions to change habits. 
9. Love safe world by using less plastic.  
10. Yes, because I felt like it made me feel like I need to shop more sustainably. 
11. Not necessarily, I've been interested in environmentalism for quite a while, to begin with. Murray Bookchin is an 
inspiration, I love his works, he empowers me to speak out about climate and species emergencies.  
12. Yes, it has, cause it has shown me that animals life is just as important as mine.  
13. I am now more aware on the threat of endangered animals and who those animals are.  
14. Not much, as my main focus was on humanoid animals and mythological species.  
15. I was already really invested in this topic and I care a lot about the climate and animals but I loved the 
opportunity to communicate how I feel through my work and through art and fashion.  
16. It hasn't made me want to speak about it more however now I'm more aware of them.  
17. Yes, because it is important that we protect all endangered species and work towards building them a safe 
habitat.  
18. Yes, definitely because species deserve to have a voice. 
19. It has made me aware of the current problems around the world whether it being environmental or political. 
20. Yes, as days go on climate change is still a very big issue and I’m hoping we can all make change happen. 
21. The project has made me more aware of the climate/ species emergencies because to be honest I wouldn’t really 
focus in animals in my textiles pieces and focusing in animals in this project has really inspired me to make pieces 
that I would not do for example the mask to show a certain animal and there meaning towards me.  
22. Yes it has made me more aware of how many species are endangered.  
23. Yes, because we need to start making changes to the world.  
 
 
Future dissemination plans: 
 
The mask-making activity is being offered to colleges across East London and some Museums and public galleries (eg 
Whitechapel and Yorkshire Sculpture Park. This is something we are still exploring. 
 
We would like to publish the Lost Species Handbook in printed format are currently looking for a suitable publisher. 
 
Lucy Orta and I are considering a plan to develop a Lost Species Handbook linked to Italian animals 
 
Any income from other sources: 
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Please see budget below for contributions from1: 
University of the Arts London Knowledge Exchange Impact Fund 
University Insights Spring School 
History Department, UCL 
 
 

 

 
 
These photos were taken for Studio Orta and I need to give them advance warning before any online 
publication. 

 
1  
Budget details removed on Successful Awards 2020-21 

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/critical-heritage-studies/small-grants/successful-awards-2020-21
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